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Impacts:  Wavyleaf  
basketgrass is a  
fast-spreading invasive 
that has the potential to 
become much more  
widespread.  It grows low 
to the ground and 
spreads across the forest 
floor very quickly  
completely displacing  
native plant species.   

Description: Wavyleaf basketgrass is a forest grass that is a  
shallow-rooted perennial grass.  It has long roots that creep along the 
ground called stolons.  Along the stolon are nodes from which roots 
form.  Growing this way allows for the plant to quickly spread.  It has 
grass blades that are deep green with rippling across the leaf surface.   
The leaf sheath and stem are noticeable hairy with short hairs about a 
1/4” long.  This feature is what separates wavyleaf basketgrass with its 
close relatives and Japanese stiltgrass.  Wavyleaf basketgrass blooms 
and fruits from September through November.  Flowers take the form of 
spiklets that alternate along the stalk.  The spiklets have long awns 
which are extended pointed tips that are very sticky.  The stick to  
animals an get dispersed throughout the forest. 
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Suspected Means of   
Introduction:                     
Wavyleaf basketgrass was 
first discovered in  
Maryland in 1996 along 
the Patapsco River.  It is 
spreading quickly to  
surrounding areas.  It is 
unknown the exact means 
of transportation into the 
area.  It is a possibility that 
the plant originated from a 
hanging basket that was 
disposed of in the  
Baltimore County landfill.    
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Biology: Wavyleaf basketgrass 
blooms and fruits from September 
through November from which 
seeds are produced and then 
dispersed.  A sticky substance is 
produced from extended pointed 
tips which helps facilitate  
adherence to animal fur and  
humans or vehicles that travel 
through the grass.   

Control Methods:  Preventing the 
introduction of invasive grasses 
into non-infested areas is always 
priority when preventing the spread 
of Wavyleaf basketgrass.  Stay out 
of areas that are infested between 
August and November to prevent 
the spread of this species.  Do not  
purchase or plant Wavyleaf  
basketgrass.  Plants can be pulled 
by hand fairly easily at any time but 
avoid disturbance when the plant is 
in bloom.  Grass-selective  
herbicides can be used to target 
only the grass and not other native 
sedges and wildflowers.  When  
using herbicide, read the label and 
follow all state and federal  
requirements.  
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Habitat: Wavyleaf basketgrass is 
a shade dwelling perennial trailing 
grass.  It loves the moist  
atmosphere of a forest floor.  It 
can be found in forested areas 
from the margins to the interior.   

Native Range:  
Southern Europe and 
Southeast Asia  
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Native Alternatives :  
Deer-tongue grass (Dichanthelium clandestinum) 
Bottlebrush grass (Elymus hystrix) 
Smooth panic grass (Panicum dichotomiflorum) 
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